
SPANISH
COURSE
CHOICE
BOARD

Students will practice written and oral
proficiencies as well as grammar and building
vocabulary through the use of text readings,

and conversations in the target language. 
 Students will be able to communicate with
native speakers using appropriate grammar

and registry. Culture is integrated through the
text, from the introduction of vocabulary to

the photographic contribution of images
representative of the entire Spanish-speaking

world. This class is taught in Spanish with
minimal English support. 

Spanish II Advanced

KINGWOOD
HIGH SCHOOL

In this course, students will learn concepts of
Spanish grammar, vocabulary, and increase their

conversational skills. In addition, students will
practice written and oral proficiencies as well as

vocabulary through the use of text readings,
conversations, and drills. Students are expected to
communicate in a grammatically correct manner

about familiar topics. Intercultural understanding
and respect is promoted to foster a sense of

globalization as part of life in the 21st century. This
class is taught in Spanish with English support.

Students will develop a medium high level of
proficiency in Spanish, in the areas of

listening, speaking, reading and writing. In
addition, students will continue to study
grammatical concepts and the culture of

Spanish speaking countries through
innovative activities. Intercultural

understanding and respect is promoted to
foster a sense of globalization as part of life in

the 21st century. This class is taught in
Spanish with support in English when needed.

Students will be reading complex texts with
understanding and to write prose of sufficient

richness and complexity.  Both their writing and
their reading build an awareness of the interactions
among a writer's purposes, audience expectations,

and subjects as well as the way generic conventions
and the resources of language contribute to

effectiveness in writing.  Students increase their
awareness of how stylistic effects are achieved by
writers' rhetorical and linguistic choices.  Writing

modes will include analytical, rhetorical, and
synthesis essays. Dual credit from Lone Star College

is available. 

L O T E
( L A N G U A G E  O T H E R  T H A N  E N G L I S H )

This course provides intensive
instruction in planning, drafting

and completing written
compositions on a regular basis. 

 Students will write in a variety of
forms including college essays,
business, personal, literary and

persuasive texts. Multiple genres
from British literature will be the

literature/non-fiction study.     

Spanish II 

Spanish III Spanish III Advanced/
Dual Credit

This course is designed to prepare students on the path to take college credit courses through the
four Spanish language skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Songs, games, films, and

class projects are used to improve Spanish language skills and to introduce the cultures of Spanish
speaking countries. This course exposes students to essential pieces of literature. In this class

students are expected to conduct research through inquiry projects and the use of media.
Intercultural understanding and respect is promoted to foster a sense of globalization as part of

life in the 21st century. This class is taught in Spanish with English support.

Spanish I

 AP Spanish IV/Dual Credit

The rigor of this class is designed to prepare students to take the AP Spanish Language and Culture assessment
or successful completion of the Spanish IV Dual Credit Course. This class expands the students’ knowledge of
the Spanish language with a carefully tailored blend of Spanish literature, language structure, and authentic

conversations. In this course, students will explore in depth, selected reading pieces of Spanish literature.
Through the study and analysis of classic and contemporary Hispanic literature, viewing masterpieces of
paintings and sculptures, students will learn about the many changing faces that make up the Hispanic
culture. This class is taught in Spanish with no English support. Students participating in this course are

expected to take the AP Spanish Language and Culture Test. Course Requirements/ Expectations: The student
is expected to complete advanced independent research/projects, PBL or group projects; access to internet/

computer (can use library during available times). Dual Credit from Lone Star College is available.

AP Spanish V

This class develops the highest proficiency level of the Spanish language through the study and analysis of
multiple works of literature. In this class students analyze all readings included in the AP Spanish Literature
test and participate in innovative academic activities in the target language. Culture is strongly integrated
through the study of architecture, art, poetry and literature representative of the entire Spanish-speaking

world. This class is facilitated utilizing research-based methodologies which enable students to understand,
analyze and apply the Spanish language to reach the goals of the AP Literature course. This class is taught in
Spanish; no English support is provided. AP Course Requirements/ Expectations: Students taking this school

year course are expected to complete Spanish readings during the summer, before taking the class. Students
are to take the AP Spanish Literature Test at the end of the course. In addition, students are expected to

complete independent research/projects, PBL or group projects; access to the internet/ computer.



ASL (AMERICAN
SIGN LANGUAGE)
COURSE CHOICE

BOARD

KINGWOOD
HIGH SCHOOL

L O T E
( L A N G U A G E  O T H E R  T H A N  E N G L I S H )

ASL  I

American Sign Language I will provide
instruction in receptive and expressive signing
in one-to-one and group settings. Students will

also study aspects of the culture of deaf
people. This course will help provide valuable

skills desired in the workforce, as well as meet
the requirement for a foreign language. This
course is articulated for college credit in an

Interpreter Training Associate of Applied
Science Degree with Lone Star College.

American Sign Language II is a continuation of
American Sign Language I. This course will provide

instruction in advanced receptive and expressive sign
language skills. Students will also continue to study
deaf culture and language. This course will provide

valuable skills to work as an interpreter for the deaf,
as well as meet the requirement for a foreign

language. This course is articulated for college credit
in an Interpreter Training Associate of Applied

Science Degree with Lone Star College.

ASL  II



GERMAN
COURSE
CHOICE
BOARD

AP German IV will require students to master the requirements outlined in the TEKS
in great depth and at an accelerated pace in preparation for the advanced placement

exam in German. The course will also require extensive use of the language in oral
and written activities. AP German IV will cover culture, vocabulary, literature,

grammar, speaking and listening skills. Students will write original poems while
studying the literature of the Twentieth Century. The curriculum will include lectures,
demonstrations, interviews, films, and tapes. Major projects may include a skit to be
performed at competition, original poems, analysis of a contemporary German song,

and a research paper on German politics, music, science, or art. Dual credit from Lone
Star College is available.

KINGWOOD
HIGH SCHOOL

German III Advanced course will require students to master the requirements
outlined in the TEKS in great depth and at an accelerated pace. The course will also

require extensive use of the language in oral and written activities. German III
Advanced will cover culture, vocabulary, literature, grammar, speaking, and listening

skills. The class will study subjunctive mood, passive voice, and the genitive case in
depth. The curriculum will include lectures, demonstrations, interviews, films, and

tapes. Major projects include an oral report on a cartoon or newspaper article, travel
brochure on Texas for German travelers, and a skit to be performed at contest.

This course is designed to prepare students on the path to take college credit courses
through the four German language skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

Songs, games, films, and class projects are used to improve German language skills and to
introduce the culture of Germany. This course exposes students to essential pieces of

literature. In this class students are expected to conduct research through inquiry
projects and the use of media. Intercultural understanding and respect is promoted to

foster a sense of globalization as part of life in the 21st century.

German II Advanced moves at an
accelerated pace and covers the

requirements in the TEKS outlined for
learning a foreign language - listening,

reading, speaking, and writing - in depth.
Students are expected to master a number
of grammatical constructions not normally

covered in German II. Extra reading
materials, dialogue, and skit activities will

allow students to implement fully the
grammar and vocabulary learned in the

textbook. Special cultural projects will also
be assigned.

German II is a continuation of German I,
emphasizing mastery of basic language

patterns with correct pronunciation and
intonation. The class will read simple

selections for comprehension and write
short compositions while continuing to

study German culture.

L O T E
( L A N G U A G E  O T H E R  T H A N  E N G L I S H )

German II

German II Advanced

AP German IV/ Dual Credit

German III Advanced/ Dual Credit

German I



FRENCH
COURSE
CHOICE
BOARD

KINGWOOD
HIGH SCHOOL

French II is a continuation of French I,
emphasizing mastery of basic language

patterns with correct pronunciation and
intonation. The class will read simple

selections for comprehension and write
short compositions while continuing to

study French culture.

Students in French II Advanced will
master the requirements of the French

II curriculum at an accelerated pace
and in greater depth. Students will

advance their reading and writing skills
and increase their cultural awareness

and understanding through literary
and culture units. Active practice of
oral communication will be stressed,
and students will complete projects
requiring independent and guided

research.

L O T E
( L A N G U A G E  O T H E R  T H A N  E N G L I S H )

French II French II Advanced

French I will enable the student to understand and participate in simple conversations
in the language. This course will provide the fundamentals of grammar as vocabulary is

introduced and present aspects of French culture.

French I

French III Advanced/ Dual Credit

Students in French III Advanced will master the TEKS objectives of listening, speaking,
reading, writing, culture, and language in great depth and at an accelerated rate. Added

reading materials, activities, and conversation stimuli will allow the student to
implement fully the grammar and vocabulary learned in the texts. Classroom activities

may include teacher lectures and demonstrations, class discussions, guest lectures,
small-group interviews and projects, individual study and research, films and tapes,

dramatic activities, and demonstrations. Major projects may include planning a trip and
writing reports comparing and contrasting French and American cultures. Approximately
two to three hours of homework can be expected each week. Dual credit from Lone Star

College is available.

AP French IV / Dual Credit

The French IV AP course is designed to prepare students to take the Advanced Placement
exam in French language and to develop the students' abilities to understand spoken

French in various contexts; to read newspaper and magazine articles, literary texts, and
cultural texts; and to speak and write with reasonable fluency and accuracy in French.
Materials include videos, radio broadcast tapes, magazines, newspapers, graded texts,

and films in French. Emphasis is placed on the use of language for active communication.
Dual credit from Lone Star College is available.


